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A peer-reviewed open-access online journal for artists and scholars, dedicated to imagining what is possible and impossible in the theatre. We publish work by artists and scholars with a focus on creative writing that acts critically and criticism that acts creatively.


*Winner of the 2018 Excellence in Editing Award from the Association for Theatre in Higher Education.*
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**NEW ISSUE LAUNCHING AUGUST 2nd**

**#02 AUSTRALIA**

Edited by Peter Eckersall, Helena Grehan, and Nicola Gunn

with contributions from: Phillip Adams, Eric Avery, Raimundo Cortese, Alison Croggon, Briony Galligan, Mish Grigor, Nicola Gunn, Lawrence Harvey, Linda Hume, Mayu Kanamori, Joe Lui, Marrugeku, pvi collective, David Pledger, Bargyana Popov, Scott Rankin, Kate Rossmannith, Sam Routledge, Tamara Searle, Timothy Kazuo Steains, Peta Tait, Alexa Taylor, Sonia Teuben, Emma Valente, Caroline Wake, Malcolm Whittaker, and Josephine Wilson.

---

**ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS FOR**

**#03: NON-THEMED ISSUE**

deadline January 10, 2019

submissions@imaginedtheatres.com

visit the website for guidelines and to join our mailing list